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In this work, we demonstrate the possibility to modify the
electric-field distribution of a radio frequency (RF) coil to gen-
erate electric field-free zones in the body without significantly
altering the transmit sensitivity. Because implant heating is
directly related to the electric-field distribution, implant-
friendly RF transmit coils can be obtained by this approach.
We propose a linear birdcage transmit coil with a zero elec-
tric-field plane as an example of such implant-friendly coils.
When the zero electric-field plane coincides with the implant
position, implant heating is reduced, as we demonstrated by
the phantom experiments. By feeding RF pulses with identical
phases and shapes but different amplitudes to the two or-
thogonal ports of the coil, the position of the zero electric-
field plane can also be adjusted. Although implant heating is
reduced with this method, a linear birdcage coil results in a
whole-volume average specific absorption rate that is twice
that of a quadrature birdcage coil. To solve this issue, we pro-
pose alternative methods to design implant-friendly RF coils
with optimized electromagnetic fields and reduced whole-vol-
ume average specific absorption rate. With these methods,
the transmit field was modified to reduce RF heating of
implants and obtain uniform transmit sensitivity. Magn
Reson Med 65:1305–1313, 2011. VC 2010 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is known as a very
safe imaging technology. However, because of the possi-
bility of inducing excessive currents on the metallic
wires, MRI scanning is generally not performed on peo-
ple with metallic implants such as pacemakers. A radio
frequency (RF) electric field, although undesirable, is of-
ten generated in the body during the excitation of spins
with RF magnetic-field pulses. Power absorbed by the
body under this electric field is determined by the spe-
cific absorption rate (SAR) and needs to be kept at a
level that is safe to the patients. If a patient with a metal-
lic implant is examined using MRI, a very significant
SAR amplification may occur around the implant, which
may cause excessive body heating and burns. Because of
this well-known problem, patients with metallic
implants are currently not allowed inside the MRI
scanners.

Previous studies (1,2) have assessed the implant heat-

ing problem via both in vitro and in vivo approaches.

Mathematical models have also been presented (3,4), and

the validity of these models has been further verified by

comparison with the experimental data. A detailed anal-

ysis of the problem was conducted in (3) by solving the

bioheat equation with Green’s function and the linear

system theory. The maximum steady-state temperature

increase in the tissue near a transmitter catheter antenna

was calculated. In (4), a parameter called the ‘‘safety

index’’ was introduced, which combines the effect of the

SAR gain of the implant lead and the bioheat transfer

process to measure the in vivo temperature changes. Var-

iations of the safety index with respect to the length and

radius of the implant lead, the thickness of the insula-

tion, and tissue conductivity and permittivity were also

investigated. These studies presented a good model of

tissue heating caused by metallic wires in RF fields. In

another study, experimental methods were developed to

measure and monitor the RF-induced currents inside

implants (5).

Modifications of the implant leads and wires for
reducing the RF-induced heating were investigated in
other studies. In two of these studies, a series of
chokes was added to the coaxial cables (6,7) to reduce
the currents generated on the cable shield. In another
study (8), the effects of coiled wires on induced heat-
ing were investigated. By introducing air gaps and low-
ering the parasitic capacitance, the self-resonance fre-
quency of a coiled wire was shifted to the operating
frequency. This change increased the impedance of the
wire and, thus, reduced the RF heating. However, all
of these designs are based on modifying the lead wires
or cables, which makes it difficult to produce mechani-
cally robust leads. In addition, for patients who already
have pacemakers, replacing the original leads with
these modified safer leads may not always be feasible.
For these reasons, modifications of the implant lead
designs or the catheters may not always be the most
appropriate solution for the MRI-induced RF heating of
metallic wires.

The relationship between the electric-field distribution
and the temperature increase of the implant leads was
recently investigated (9). It was found that tissue heating
depends on the orientation of the lead with respect to
the direction of the electric field. To identify the worst-
case scenario, an optimization-based approach was used
in (10) to calculate the EM field that could produce the
maximum heating at the wire tip. However, studies to
optimize the EM transmitter field to minimize the
implant heating were not carried out.

In this study, we showed that the transmitter coil field
used in MRI could be optimized to steer the electric field
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away from the implant lead and thus prevent heating. As
demonstrated experimentally, a linearly polarized bird-
cage coil could be used for this purpose. Although this
approach preserved the homogeneous transmit sensitiv-
ity characteristics of the coil, it caused a doubling of the
whole-body SAR. To alleviate this problem and achieve
uniform sensitivity, we further modified the field of the
transmitter coil to minimize both whole-body SAR and
the implant heating. Details of this approach are
described in the following sections.

THEORY

Implant-friendly RF Coil

In the standard quadrature birdcage coils, the electric
field is uniform in the angular direction but varies
roughly linearly in the radial direction (11). Therefore,
an implant lead placed at the edge of the body experien-
ces a high-electric field, which induces currents both on
the lead and in the body and eventually causes local
SAR amplification. The electric-field distribution of a
standard forward-polarized quadrature birdcage coil in
an infinitely long homogeneous model can be approxi-
mated by ignoring the end-ring currents as follows (see
the Appendix for a detailed derivation):

Ez ¼ �Hfvm0r

2
ejf; Ef ¼ 0; Er ¼ 0; ½1�

where Ez, Ef, and Er are the longitudinal, angular, and
radial components of the electric field, respectively; Hf is
the transmit sensitivity of the coil; v is the Larmor fre-
quency; m0 and e are the permeability and permittivity,
respectively; s is the conductivity of the homogeneous
model; r and f are the radial and angular coordinates in
the cylindrical coordinate system, respectively; and j is
the imaginary number defined by

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�1
p

. Similarly, the
electrical field of a linearly polarized coil can be
expressed as follows:

Ez ¼ �Hf jvm0r sinf; Ef ¼ 0; Er ¼ 0 ½2�

Note that j indicates a 90� phase shift with respect to a
real field expression. As can be seen from the above
equations, linear and quadrature birdcage coils have sim-
ilar transmit sensitivity yet different electric-field distri-
butions. The transmit sensitivities of each coil are
approximately uniform in the transverse plane. (Please
see the Appendix for the detailed derivation.) It can be
noted from the above equation that the electric field is
zero over the entire f ¼ 0 plane. This plane can be
steered into any angular direction by either changing the
feeding location or simply rotating the linear birdcage
coil. The same task can also be performed by controlling
the amplitudes of the currents fed into the two ports of a
quadrature birdcage coil. For example, if port-1 and port-
2 are set in such a way as to make the corresponding
electric fields zero at the f ¼ 0 and f ¼ p/2 planes,
respectively, then the excitation currents with relative
amplitudes of cos f0 and sin f0 at ports 1 and 2 would
generate a zero electric-field plane at f ¼ f0. Note that f
¼ f0 plane covers both f ¼ f0 and f ¼ f0 þ p half

planes. If an implant lead lies on the zero electric-field
plane, there will be no induced currents on the lead.
Because setting the electric field to zero makes the per-
pendicular component of the magnetic field vanish at
the same plane, this method also intrinsically prevents
the H-field coupling.

Using a linear birdcage coil solves the heating problem
for an arbitrarily shaped implant lead when the lead is
located in the zero electric-field plane. Despite this mod-
ification of the electric-field distribution, the transmit
sensitivity is not significantly disturbed. However, as
previously shown (12), linear birdcage coils are not effi-
cient for RF transmission when the volume average SAR
is considered. For linear excitation, a reverse polarized-
field component coexists with the forward polarized
component, and the whole-volume average SAR per unit
flip angle is doubled.

Transmit Field Optimization

To alleviate the doubling problem of the whole-volume
average SAR, a general formulation was developed.
Because transmit sensitivity is determined by the for-
ward polarized component of the magnetic field and
SAR is determined by the electric-field distribution, the
above-mentioned problem can be solved by optimizing
the electromagnetic (EM) field of the coil (13). In this
study, we successfully demonstrated the feasibility of
such a strategy by obtaining the desired EM-field distri-
bution in the body. Although the work is not trivial,
once an optimum EM field is identified, it is possible to
design a coil that produces the desired field. The design
of such an optimum implant-friendly coil is left for a
future study.

First, we assumed that the optimization would be con-
ducted in a uniform cylindrical object. This assumption
simplified the formulation but could also be used with
the other geometries. Because a cylindrical object is
assumed, the cylindrical basis functions were used to
expand the optimum field solution that minimized the
whole volume average SAR (14,15):

E
!¼

X1
m¼�1

X1
n¼�1

Emn � a!mn � ejmfe�jbzz ½3�

where f and z are the angular and z coordinates in the
cylindrical coordinate system, respectively, and m and n,
respectively, denote the index of the circumferential and
longitudinal modes used in the basis expansion. Emn is a
3 � 2 matrix that contains the electric-field basis func-
tions for the r, f, and z components as shown below:

Emn ¼

JmðbrnqÞ 0
1

qb
JmðbrnqÞ

xl

b
J 0mðbrnqÞ

�jJ 0mðbrnqÞ
1

r0q
JmðbrnqÞ

2
6664

3
7775 ½4�

Emn is a function of r, the radial coordinate, but not of
f or z: a!mn is a 2 � 1 vector whose elements are the
constants that multiply the basis functions and
a!mn ¼ ½AmnBmn�T .
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The transmit coil sensitivity can be expressed by eval-
uating the forward polarized field, which can be written
in the summation form as

Hf ð r!Þ ¼
X
mn

H
!

fmnð r!Þ � a!mn � ejðmþ1Þfe�jbznz ½5�

Each separate mode for Hf can be expressed as follows:

H
!

fmnð r!Þ ¼ 1ffiffiffi
2

p jr0

bqn
;
bzn
brn

" #
Jmþ1ðbrÞ ½6�

where bzn ¼ 2p
L n, b2qn ¼ b2 � b2zn, and r0 ¼ r þ jxe (15).

Here, r0 denotes the complex conductivity of the me-
dium, and bzn and bqn are the wave numbers along the
radial and longitudinal directions, respectively, which
can be calculated as b2 ¼ �jvm0½sþ jv0e�. L is the length
of the cylinder.

For k points of interest, the whole summation in the
Hf expression can be written in the following matrix
form:

Ha ¼ c ½7�

where c, the desired transmit sensitivity profile, is repre-
sented by a k � 1 vector whose elements are equal to the
desired Hf values at each point of interest. a is a column
vector that contains the weighting coefficients (Amn Bmn)
for each separate mode. H is the transmit sensitivity ma-
trix whose elements are equal to the basis functions of
Hf evaluated at the desired points of interest. H is a k �
(2 � M � N) matrix, where M and N denote the total
number of circumferential (m) and longitudinal (n)
modes that are used in the basis expansion. Implement-
ing different field variations would require using differ-
ent combinations of the cylindrical modes. To express a
field exhibiting a rapid spatial change in the circumfer-
ential or the longitudinal direction, one must use higher-
order modes in that particular direction. Therefore, to
characterize an arbitrary EM field with this expansion,
an infinite number of modes is required. For practical
purposes, the number of modes is truncated in our
study.

The desired target transmit sensitivity is one of the lin-

ear constraints for minimizing the average SAR. A sepa-

rate constraint also exists on the electric field to reduce

the implant heating.

To achieve the zero-implant-heating condition, the
components of the electric field that are parallel to the
lead should be set to zero. Therefore, the induced cur-
rent on the lead wire will be zero. This condition can
also be expressed as a linear constraint, similar to Hf, as
shown below:

Ea ¼ 0
! ½8�

where 0
!

is a p � 1 vector with all of its elements equal
to zero, and p denotes the number of sample points
where the electric field is set to zero. E is a k � (2 � M
� N) matrix, where M and N denote the total number of
circumferential (m) and longitudinal (n) modes that are
used in the basis expansion. E matrix contains the basis

functions for Ez, E/, and Eq evaluated at the desired zero
electric-field locations.

The constraints on Hf and the components of the elec-
tric field can be combined into a single matrix equation:
Fa ¼ e, where F and e are formed by concatenating the
matrices B, E and the vectors c and 0

!
, respectively.

While it is desirable to set the magnetic and electric field
to certain values at points of interest, the SAR needs to
be under control. The expression for the average SAR is:

SAR ¼ s=M

Z
body

Ej j2dv ½9�

where s the conductivity, M is the total body mass and
dv is the differential volume element . With the cylindri-
cal mode expansion for a homogeneous body model, the
resulting relation can be written as:

SAR ¼ ðs=MÞ �
X
mn

a!H
mn � Rmn� a!mn ½10�

where Rmn is a Hermitian matrix and can be computed
using the following expression (15):

Rmn ¼ 2pLr

Zr

0

EH
mn � Emnrdr

2
4

3
5 ½11�

where r denotes the radius of the homogeneous model.
The average SAR can be expressed in a more compact
form as a*Ra, where R is the electric-field cross-correla-
tion matrix whose block diagonals are equal to Rmn.

Among the infinite number of solutions satisfying Fa
¼ e, the solution with the minimum volume average
SAR can be found by minimizing a*Ra. The solution for
a can then be defined as:

aopt ¼ R�1F�ðFR�1F�Þ�1e ½12�

The minimum whole body SAR value can be com-
puted as:

SARmin ¼ e�ðFR�1F�Þ�1e ½13�
These equations give the minimum possible SAR

under the conditions of the desired transmit sensitivity
and zero electric field near the implant. They also give
the corresponding weights for the cylindrical expansion
modes. Although this solution does not directly specify
the type of coil to be used, aopt uniquely determines the
EM field of the optimum coil. The significance of this
result can be appreciated by experiments and simula-
tions as explained in the next section.

EXPERIMENTS AND SIMULATIONS

Implant-friendly RF Coil

To demonstrate the proposed theory, heating of metallic
wires with both linear and quadrature excitation was
tested. A phantom head model of 16 cm in diameter and
25 cm in length was prepared with commercially avail-
able gel (Dr Oetker Jello, Izmir, Turkey). To measure
conductivity and relative permittivity, a cylindrical
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transmission line setup was used. By measuring the im-
pedance at the end of the line and using the lossy trans-
mission line impedance equations, the conductivity and
relative permittivity were calculated (16). A conductivity
of 0.51 S/m and relative permittivity of 70 were obtained
with 2.4 g/L of salt in the gel solution. Heating experi-
ments were performed with a straight wire and a curved
wire, as shown in Fig. 1. Both of the wires were tested
with quadrature and linear excitation.

The body coil of the Siemens 3.0 T Trio system was
used in all experiments. A gradient echo sequence with
a 4-msec TR and a 45� flip angle was used to scan the
phantoms. A peak SAR value of 4.4 W/kg was obtained
by finding the initial slope of the temperature rise and
then multiplying it by the specific heat capacity of the
gel, which was measured as 4100 J/kg/deg by using the
KD2 Pro Thermal Properties Analyzer (Decagon Devices
Inc., WA). The temperature measurement was conducted
at a depth of 1 cm from the phantom surface.

When the phantom was scanned with the quadrature
excitation, the temperature variations near the wire tips
were recorded using a Neoptix ReFlex signal conditioner
equipped with T1 fiber optic temperature sensors (Neo-
ptix Inc., Quebec, Canada). The fiber optic probes were
placed in a specific way so as to ensure contact with the
wire tips. The temperature data for each lead were
obtained from different scans. To ensure a fair compari-

son, the gel phantom was kept in the refrigerator and
allowed to reach the same initial temperature (5.5�C).
This low-initial temperature, rather than the room tem-
perature of 19�C, was chosen to prevent the gel from
melting because it would be exposed to high heat during
the experiment. The rate of temperature increase caused
by heat conduction from the surface was approximately
2�C/h, which was significantly lower than that caused by
the applied electric field.To obtain a linearly polarized
excitation, one of the ports was disconnected. The orien-
tation of the phantom was adjusted to make the location
of the lead coincide with the zero electric-field plane.
Once the temperature data under this condition (mini-
mum heating condition) was collected, the phantom was
rotated 90� to position the lead in the maximum electric-
field plane. Similar steps were taken for the measure-
ment of curved wires. In all of the experiments, a single
temperature probe was used to eliminate probe calibra-
tion errors and measurement errors caused by improper
probe placement.

Transmit Field Optimization

The linearly polarized birdcage coils may solve the RF
heating problem of the implant leads. As previously
mentioned, a linear birdcage coil can generate a whole-
volume averaged SAR that is twice that generated by a
quadrature birdcage coil, which may be unacceptable for
certain applications. Therefore, alternative implant-
friendly strategies that can guarantee similar or better
MR image homogeneity need to be identified.

As previously mentioned, instead of designing novel
coils, we tried to optimize the electric-field distributions
of currently available coils via simulation.

The optimization was conducted on a cylindrical head
model with a conductivity of 0.5 S/m, relative permittiv-
ity of 70, diameter of 16 cm, and length of 25 cm. Four
separate optimum field solutions were computed under
four different sets of conditions, as given below.

Quadrature Birdcage Coil

The field distribution of an ideal quadrature coil was
obtained using the above-mentioned optimization algo-
rithm but with no constraint on the electric field. In this
calculation, only a single point at the center of the object
was chosen as the point of interest. Because of angular
symmetry, the solution contained a single circumferen-
tial mode that corresponded to the field of a forward
polarized birdcage coil. The whole-head averaged SAR
calculated using this method can be considered as the
minimum SAR one can obtain with a birdcage coil.

Linear Birdcage Coil

The field of the linearly polarized birdcage coil was
directly constructed from the previous solution by intro-
ducing a reverse circular polarization mode. The conju-
gates of the field expansion coefficients calculated for
the quadrature coil were used for the reverse polarized
mode. According to our theory, this solution should con-
tain a zero electric-field plane. If this field coincides
with the plane of the implant lead, no implant heating

FIG. 1. Gel phantoms with straight and curved wires. Fiber-optic
temperature measurements were performed near the tips of the

lead wires. a and b: quadrature excitation; (c) and (d): linear exci-
tation under the minimum heating condition; and (e) and (f): linear
excitation under the maximum heating condition.
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will be observed. Although this linearly polarized coil
may be regarded as an implant-friendly coil, the whole-
head average SAR obtained using this solution is twice
as large as that of the quadrate birdcage coil. Therefore, a
better solution is needed.

Implant-friendly Coil

To minimize the electric field around the implant, the
exact location of the implant lead needs to be known.
For demonstration purposes, a 20-cm straight implant
lead is assumed to be placed 1 cm away from the surface
in the longitudinal direction (Fig. 2).

Coil transmit sensitivities were chosen to be exactly
the same as those for the linear birdcage coil. The opti-
mization problem is solved by applying these transmit
sensitivity values at sample points shown in Fig. 2. The
tangential component of the electric field was set to zero
at sample points on a lead, as shown in Fig. 2. This strat-
egy guaranteed that the whole-head average SAR would
be either less than or at most equal to the SAR of a linear
birdcage coil because the transmit sensitivity was pre-
served, but the electric field constraints were relaxed.

Implant-friendly Homogeneous Coil

In an MRI scan, it is usually desirable to obtain a homo-
geneous transmit sensitivity in the region of interest. To
achieve this goal, the transmit coil sensitivity is con-
strained to unity at points in the transverse plane (Fig.
2). The tangential component of the electric field was set
to zero at sample points on a lead (Fig. 2). Results
obtained from the above-mentioned experiments and
simulations are given in the next section.

RESULTS

Implant-friendly RF Coil

Figure 3 shows the time course of the temperature
increase near the tip of a straight wire in three different
modes: the quadrature mode, the linear mode (maximum
heating case), and the linear mode (minimum heating

case). A temperature increase of 12.1�C was observed at
the tip of the wire for the quadrature case. For the maxi-
mum heating case of the linear mode, an increase of
24.7�C was observed, For the minimum heating case of
the linear mode, only a 0.8�C difference was observed,
which was significantly smaller than the difference
observed for the quadrature case. For the curved wires,
similar trends were observed, with temperature increases
of 9.2, 19.1, and 0.3�C observed for the three cases (Fig.
4). Again, the temperature change for the minimum heat-
ing case was significantly smaller than for the other two
cases.

Transmit Field Optimization

To alleviate the whole body SAR problem due to a line-
arly polarized birdcage coil, the problem can be solved
in its most general form by minimizing the whole body

FIG. 2. To ensure homogeneous excitation, the coil transmit sen-
sitivity was constrained to unity at 45 sample points, forming a cir-

cular region with a diameter of 15 cm on the transverse plane (a).
The electric field was constrained to zero at seven sample points

on a straight line whose distances to the phantom surface were 1
cm (b).

FIG. 3. Temperature rise as a function of time measured for a
straight wire with three modes: the minimum heating linear mode,
the maximum heating linear mode, and the quadrature mode.

Final temperature increases of 0.8�C, 24.7�C, and 12.1�C were
observed with the minimum heating linear mode, the maximum

heating linear mode, and the quadrature mode, respectively.

FIG. 4. Temperature rise as a function of time measured for a

curved wire with three modes: the minimum heating linear mode,
the maximum heating linear mode, and the quadrature mode.
Final temperature increases of 0.3�C, 19.1�C, and 9.2�C were

observed with the minimum heating mode, the maximum heating
linear mode, and the quadrature mode, respectively.
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SAR. The ranges of cylindrical mode index integers, m
and n, were chosen as [�8, 8] and [10, 10], respectively.
These ranges were determined by running a convergence
analysis on the average SAR value. It was numerically

found that increasing the range of m and n further, does
not change the solution more than 5%. For transmit-field
optimization, four different optimum field solutions
were simulated under four different conditions as

FIG. 5. Transmit sensitivity (a and d), electric field in the trans-axial plane (b and e) and electric field in the f ¼ 0 half-plane (c and f)
generated by quadrature and linear coils. Note that all field solutions are in arbitrary units.

FIG. 6. Transmit sensitivity (a and d), electric field in the trans-axial plane (b and e) and electric field in the f ¼ 0 half-plane (c and f)
generated by implant-friendly coils and implant-friendly homogeneous coils. Locations of the implant lead are denoted by arrows in the
figures. Note that all field solutions are in arbitrary units.
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described earlier. The transmit sensitivity of the mid-
point is set to unity for all simulations. A homogeneity
coefficient was calculated for each field solution by aver-
aging the difference between the sensitivity of each pixel
and the midpoint in the transverse plane. Note that a
zero homogeneity coefficient represented a perfectly ho-
mogeneous transmit sensitivity profile.

Quadrature Birdcage Coil

Figure 5a shows the transmit sensitivity of the birdcage
coil. The longitudinal components of the electric field
on the trans-axial plane and on the ‘‘f ¼ 0’’ half-plane
are shown in Fig. 5b and c. The resulting minimum
whole-head average SAR was also calculated. Because of
angular symmetry, this solution imposed a single cir-
cumferential mode that corresponded to a perfectly for-
ward circular-polarized field distribution. The whole-
head average SAR value was defined as 1 au (arbitrary
unit) in this case, which actually set the lower bound for
the whole-head average SAR because Hf is constrained
only to the origin. SAR values of the rest of the coils
were defined accordingly. The homogeneity coefficient
of this solution was found to be 0.41. As can be seen
from Fig. 5a, there is an approximately twofold differ-
ence between the sensitivity at the center and at the pe-
riphery. This variation is due to the conductive losses in
the sample and to the wavelength effects.

Linear Birdcage Coil

A linearly polarized field was obtained from the previ-
ous solution as explained earlier. Figure 5d shows the
transmit sensitivity of the linear birdcage coil. The longi-
tudinal components of the electric field on the trans-
axial plane and on the ‘‘f ¼ 0’’ half-plane are shown in
Fig. 5e and f. This field solution featured a zero electric-
field plane, which made it a safer choice in terms of RF
implant heating for implants in this plane. The sensitiv-
ity was equal to 1 at the origin. The SAR value obtained
by this field configuration was twice as much as that of
the quadrature birdcage coil. The linear coil did not
have the same transmit sensitivity as the quadrature coil,
but its homogeneity coefficient, calculated as 0.46, was
similar to that of the quadrature coil.

Implant-friendly Coil

Figure 6a shows the sensitivity of the implant-friendly
coil. The longitudinal components of the electric field
on the trans-axial plane and on the ‘‘f ¼ 0’’ half-plane
are shown in Fig. 6b and c. The longitudinal component
of the electric field was forced to be equal to zero only
around the implant lead. However, as can be seen from
the figures, the electric field was zero on the lead and
close to zero at the rest of the f ¼ 0 plane. The relaxed
constraints on the electric field caused a decrease in the
whole-head average SAR down to 1.49 au. The implant-
friendly coil had a field solution that was very similar to
the linear birdcage coil. The homogeneity coefficient of
this solution, calculated to be 0.46, equaled that of the
linear coil.

Implant-friendly Homogeneous Coil

Figure 6d shows the sensitivity of the implant-friendly
homogeneous coil. The longitudinal components of the
electric field on the trans-axial plane and on the ‘‘f ¼ 0’’
half-plane are shown in Fig. 6e and f. The whole-head
SAR value obtained for this case was 2.96 au, which was
significantly larger than those obtained from previous
cases. On the other hand, the homogeneity coefficient of
this solution was 0.0233, which implied the possibility
of building an implant-friendly coil with close to perfect
homogeneity. However, under this circumstance, an
increase in the average SAR became unavoidable.

DISCUSSION

It was shown in this study that a linear birdcage coil can
be used as a transmitter coil in MRI and enable safe
scanning of patients with implants. A linear birdcage
coil has a transmit sensitivity similar to that of a quadra-
ture birdcage coil. Moreover, the electric-field distribu-
tion of the linear coil is zero at an angular plane, and
any metallic implants placed at this plane will experi-
ence zero heating. The angle of this plane can be
adjusted to any angle f ¼ f0 by supplying appropriate
excitation currents weighted as cos f0 and sin f0 in two
ports of the linear birdcage coil. This task can be per-
formed with a two-channel transmit array system, which
is commercially available for some MRI scanners.

In all the experiments and simulations, homogeneous
cylindrical head models were used. For real-life situa-
tions, variations in tissue conductivity may introduce
some errors into the field calculations. To prevent
implant RF heating, regions free of electric fields need to
be created around the implant. In this study, we success-
fully generated such regions using special implant-
friendly coils such as a linear birdcage coil; however, the
performance of these designs needs to be further tested
in patients.

In this work, it was theoretically shown that it is pos-
sible to find a field distribution that minimizes RF heat-
ing of implant leads. This was experimentally shown for
two specific lead geometries that was confined in a cy-
lindrical plane. For arbitrary lead geometries, the applic-
ability of the method should also be investigated
experimentally.

In a previous study (11), the electric-field distribution
of a linearly polarized coil was calculated for a head
model, and the existence of the zero electric-field region
was demonstrated for field strengths up to 7.0 T. It was
also shown that, in the head model, the linear excitation
had a homogeneous transmit sensitivity in a 3.0-T scan-
ner. However, when larger parts of the body such as the
torso were imaged, this homogeneity could be reduced.
To solve this problem, multi-channel excitation and RF
shimming methods were proposed and investigated (17).

Although linear coils could solve the RF heating prob-
lem of implant leads in MRI, they caused twice as much
average SAR as the quadrature coils. To reduce the SAR,
computer simulations were performed. Instead of making
a novel coil design, we calculated and optimized the
field distributions of the coils, which provided us with
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important clues regarding the RF coil design. As can be
seen from Fig. 6a–c, the electric field of an implant-
friendly coil is actually a slightly distorted version of the
field of a linear birdcage coil. This finding indicates that
a slight modification of the geometry of a linear coil can
significantly reduce the whole-volume average SAR
without sacrificing homogeneity. An actual coil that has
such field distribution characteristics needs to be built
and further investigated.

The calculated field distributions can also be obtained
using multi-channel transmit arrays. By controlling the
currents in separate channels of a transmit array, the op-
timum field distributions can be approximated. As the
number of the channels increases, the approximation
will become more accurate. It is a new concept to use
transmit arrays to reduce RF heating in implants. In the
current study, we verified a similar concept using a lin-
ear birdcage coil, which can be directly applied to a two-
channel transmit array system. However, the effective-
ness of this multi-channel transmit array system remains
to be investigated experimentally.

Knowing the location of the implant helps to reduce
the average SAR. To locate the lead, the electric field
near the implant can be set to zero, and low-SAR scans
can be performed before the examination. The obtained
information can be further used to calculate the optimum
excitation currents of a transmit phased array.

In this work, the transmit field was optimized to
reduce the RF heating of implants, and to obtain a uni-
form transmit sensitivity in the phantom. It should be
noted that the transmit and receive problems are
decoupled from each other. The receive chain can be
optimized separately to achieve SNR enhancement, if
necessary.

CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we showed that it is possible to modify the
electric-field distribution of a RF coil to generate electric
field-free zones in the body without significantly altering
the transmit sensitivity. As supported by our experimen-
tal data, a linearly polarized birdcage coil can be safely
used to scan patients with implants. To further alleviate
the problems caused by the doubling of the whole-vol-
ume average SAR, implant-friendly EM field solutions
with the desired transmit sensitivity and minimum SAR
were simulated.

APPENDIX

Cylindrical mode solutions of Maxwell’s equations (18)
can be used to express the EM field of birdcage coils.
The total electric field is the summation of the cylindri-
cal modes that are shown below (14):

Ezmn ¼ AmnJmðbrnrÞejmfe�jbznz ½A1�

Efmn ¼ Amn

rb
JmðbrnrÞ þ

vm

b
BmnJ

0
mðbrnrÞ

� �
ejmfe�jbznz ½A2�

Ermn ¼ Bmn

s0r
JmðbrnrÞ � jAmnJ

0
mðbrnrÞ

� �
ejmfe�jbznz ½A3�

Hrmn ¼ �mb2Amn

vmrb2
rn

JmðbrnrÞ �
bznBmn

brn

J 0mðbrnrÞ
" #

ejmfe�jbznz

½A4�

Hfmn ¼ �jmbznBmn

rb2
rn

JmðbrnrÞ �
s0Amn

brn

J 0mðbrnrÞ
" #

ejmfe�jbznz

½A5�

where Amn and Bmn are constants depending on the exci-
tation, Jm(x) is the Bessel function of order m and Jm

0(x)
denotes the derivative of the mth order Bessel function.
The Emn matrix can be constructed for each mode as
shown below:

The forward and reversed polarized magnetic field
components for transmission are defined as:

Hf ¼ ðHr � jHfÞe�jfffiffiffi
2

p ; Hr ¼ ðHr þ jHfÞejfffiffiffi
2

p ½A6�

In the literature, B1þ is used to refer to the transmit

sensitivity of a coil. B1þ is defined in the rotating frame

of reference. In our work, we refer Hf as the transmit sen-

sitivity. We solve our optimization problems by setting

constraints on Hf, which is defined in the phasor domain

and proportional to B1þ.
As a uniform transmit sensitivity is desired in a for-

ward polarized birdcage coil, no ‘‘f’’ and ‘‘z’’ dependen-
ces are desired. Therefore, the field can be approximated
by using the cylindrical expansion mode with m ¼ þ1
and n ¼ 0. Similarly, m ¼ �1 and n ¼ 0 can be used to
approximate a reverse polarized birdcage coil. The modal
expressions can be further simplified by using the fol-
lowing Bessel function approximations:

if br < 1 then J�1ðbrÞ � �br

2
; J1ðbrÞ � br

2
and J0ðbrÞ � 1

½A7�

The approximate solutions for the forward polarized
birdcage coil can be obtained as:

Ez ¼ Abr

2
ejf; Ef ¼ vmB

2b
ejf; Er ¼ �jBvm

2b
ejf;

Hf ¼ � Ab

vm0

; Hr ¼ 0 ½A8�

Note that the br < 1 condition implies that the radius
of the object is much smaller than the wavelength. As
can be seen in the expression of Hf, the transmit sensitiv-
ity is independent from the position of the coil. The con-
stant B does not have any effects on the forward
polarized magnetic field and only contributes to the elec-
tric field. Therefore, for the most efficient excitation
(birdcage quadrature excitation), B should be equal to
zero to minimize SAR, which results in the simplified
expression of the following form:

Ef ¼ Er¼0; Ez ¼
�Hfvm0r

2
ejf; Hf ¼� Ab

vm0

; Hr ¼ 0

½A9�
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With the same approximations, field expressions of a
reverse polarized birdcage coil can be expressed as:

Ef ¼ Er ¼ 0; Ez ¼
Hfvm0r

2
e�jf; Hf ¼ 0;

Hr ¼ � Ab

vm0

½A10�

By including the expressions of the forward and
reverse polarized fields, one can express the approximate
field components of a linear coil as:

Ef ¼ Er ¼ 0; Ez ¼ �Hf jvm0r sinf; Hf ¼ � Ab

vm0

;

Hr ¼ � Ab

vm0

½A11�
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